The Tech

Letter to the Editor

Caleb Taft

Caleb Taft was born in New Haven, in the shadow of Yale University, in July 4, 1924. Why then turn transplant to his home-town college, and leaving behind the well-worn College structure, which are Yale, to enter the classic hallowed institutions? His answer is simple...his father, William J. Taft, 18, and his two older brothers had attended at Technology, and his temptation couldn't break such a family tradition.

Caleb came to Cambridge as a freshman in the fall of 1942, after preparing at New Haven high school. He played the Philharmonic Fraternity, of which he is now the president. His first year, he says, passed without much excitement. He did, however, make the heavy freshman crew which was undefeated against Harvard, Princeton, and Columbia until the Poughkeepsie Regatta in which the three finished an unsatisfactory fourth.

Expect To Be Married Soon.

In his last three years Cal has averaged many honors in the fields of athletics and activities, and recognition his two appearances on the presidents. If it all goes well, he expects to graduate in a few weeks with a B. A. in Mechanical Engineering. After that Cal does not know what will happen. It is said he will take a job with Chrysler in Detroit, but that is only a guess of technical bureaus; right now he looks like he will be a brick prices.

Caleb S. Taft

In the near future. At any rate he has one other thing to look ahead to because he is an engaged man and expects to be married in the summer and then after graduation...
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their Jhj is Startring

One of the most spirited election days ever experienced at the Institute was last Wednesday, with 60% of the eligible voters cast. Figures compiled at the last election revealed that about 30.3% which usually went to the polls. The indications are that possibly student interest in school affairs and activities is not dying but, continued urging, will grow-into something of which one can be proud, rather than ashamed.
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